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working with NGS data is fascinating  because 

- there is a different instrument on the market  
   every few months    

- Scientists come up with new kind experiments     

- new algorithms to deal with NGS data are developed  
   continuously    

working with NGS data is difficult  because 

people with different background/training  

are interested in using NGS 

the “average” lab scientist is looking for the red button to press!

publication in Nature!
bizarre output from  
the sequencer!

the “average” statistician is creating wonderful blots.....!

...nobody understands!



and the Bioinformatics Helpdesk is caught 
     in the middle....  

different and new 
instruments  

different 
experiments     

new algorithms 

Bioinformatics  
Helpdesk!

the “average”  
lab scientist!

the “average”  
statistician!

limited  
IT-resources!

the solution: 
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http://galaxyproject.org/ 

“Galaxy is an open, web-based platform for data 

intensive biomedical research. Whether on the free 

public server or your own instance, you can 
perform, reproduce, and share complete analyses.” 

The Galaxy Team is a part of BX at Penn State,  
and the Biology and Mathematics and Computer 
Science departments at Emory University.  

The Galaxy Project is supported in part by NSF, NHGRI, The Huck 
Institutes of the Life Sciences, The Institute for CyberScience at 
Penn State, and Emory University.  

http://galaxyproject.org/ 

 ....and I am NOT part of the Galaxy Team!  !

I am just a member of the worldwide community of many 
Galaxy users, adopters, developers, evangelists, etc.   !



what is Galaxy? 

-   provides a GUI to Bioinformatics tools 

-   manages/stores your (raw) data and results 

-   allows you to create workflows 

-   allows sharing and reproducing your analysis    

public Galaxy instance: 

http://usegalaxy.org  

why are we using Galaxy 

-   open source   
    (http://wiki.g2.bx.psu.edu/Admin/License) 

-   we can modify the tools 

-   we can add our own tools  

-   it is part of a wider community:  
    “GenomeSpace”, “GMOD” 

-   it is flexible and simple to install  

it is really simple to install 

requirements: 

- Python (2.5 or 2.6) 
- Mercurial 

-   hg clone https://bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-dist/ 

-   cd galaxy_dist 

-   sh run.sh  

just 3 commands: 

http://localhost:8080  

...and it is ready (on linux and Mac) at: 
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how does it work how does it work 

input tools: 

- text box / upload file / url  
- access to a local file system    (“Data Libraries”) 
- access to UCSC table browser and ensembl biomart 

- file conversion 
- table calculation 
- operation on genomic intervals 

text manipulation tools: 

what kind of tools do you get 

EMBOSS, NCBI BLAST+, NGS: QC and manipulation, 
Picard, NGS: Mapping, NGS: Indel Analysis, NGS: 
RNA Analysis, SAM Tools, GATK Tools,  
NGS: Peak Calling, and much more... 

wrappers (and GUIs): 

what needs to be added 

yes, this is annoying..... 

but, provides a lot of flexibility..... 

and if you don’t want to use eg BLAST, remove 
it from the list and don’t care about the binary. 

EMBOSS, NCBI BLAST+, bowtie, BWA, macs, 
cufflinks, samtools, etc 

plus the corresponding databases, indices, etc 



do you really need all the tools do you really need all the tools 

- switch from SQLite to PostgreSQL or MySQL 

- use a compute cluster (TORQUE PBS, PBS Pro, 
   Platform LSF, and Sun Grid Engine) 

- use a proxy server 

- authenticate users externally via Kerberos or LDAP 

- use a ‘big’ server 

- remove the tools you don’t want 

from the laptop to a production environment or use the “cloud” 

http://usegalaxy.org/cloud 
(using “Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud”)  

Enis Afgan, et al. 
Harnessing cloud computing with Galaxy Cloud 
Nature Biotechnology 29, 972–974,  
Published online 08 November 2011  
www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v29/n11/full/nbt.2028.html 



As long as you can run it on the command 
line, you can incorporate it into Galaxy.  

everything is possible in Galaxy 

- add the executable or script (perl, python, bash, R, etc) 

adding your own tools 

- write a tool definition file 

- add it to the list of tools 

<tool id="bed2gff1" name="BED-to-GFF" version="2.0.0">!

 <description>converter</description>!

 <command>bed_to_gff_converter.py $input $out_file1</command>!

 <inputs>!

  <param format="bed" name="input" type="data" label="Convert this"/>!

 </inputs>!

 <outputs>!

  <data format="gff" name="out_file1" />!

 </outputs>!

 <help>!

This tool converts data from BED format to GFF format!

 </help>!

</tool>!

tool definition file 

no need to define/design a GUI ! 

Galaxy Tool Shed 

enables sharing of tools across the Galaxy community.  

http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/ 

a few more highlights 

re-run a tool with  
the same parameters 
(or different parameters) 

display in the built in or  
a web genome browser 



what happened to the poor guy sitting at the 
Bioinformatics Helpdesk....  

different and new 
instruments  

different 
experiments     

new algorithms 

Bioinformatics  
Helpdesk!

the “average”  
lab scientist!

the “average”  
statistician!

limited  
IT-resources!

He is a Galaxy administrator  

the “average”  
lab scientist!

the “average”  
statistician!

...and he adds the R script to Galaxy  

the lab scientist can repeat the analysis  

in the ‘friendly’ web browser and 
not on the ‘scary’ command line  

He is a Galaxy administrator  

different and new 
instruments  

different 
experiments     

new algorithms 

...and he adds the new tools to Galaxy 

and everybody can test them  

without any delay 

He is a Galaxy administrator  

limited  
IT-resources!

- shared infrastructure 

- Galaxy provides ‘report’ tools 



NGS analysis at the FMI 

deepseq 
repository 

pre-processing import 

QC tools 

extract tools 

alignment  
to (multiple) genomes 
to (multiple) annotation DBs 

The NGS pipeline at the FMI is 

....just a bunch of Perl scripts   (currently) 

which can be easily added to Galaxy 

....just a simple file system    (currently) 

....which cannot be added to Galaxy.   
   (Galaxy uses its own data directory) 

we don’t have to, we just have to give  
Galaxy access to the directory 
(without using “Data Libraries”) 

a simple NGS workflow 

- your famous aligner 

- your famous extract tool 

- does your tool require a Galaxy history item as input? 

- do you need the result (ie the alignment)  
    as a new history item? 

- the ‘famous aligner’ has a wrapper 
   storing the BAM file in the central  
   NGS repository and creating just  
   a log file for Galaxy 

- your ‘famous extract tool’ knows  
   the location of the NGS repository  

a simple NGS workflow 



data is inside “Galaxy” 

data is outside “Galaxy” 

NGS analysis at the FMI 

deepseq 
repository 

pre-processing import 

QC tools 

extract tools 

alignment  
to (multiple) genomes 
to (multiple) annotation DBs 

storing data outside of Galaxy 

makes it easier to share with non-Galaxy users 

successfully finished annotation of 
sampleId_20110518 to dm3-dmV01-aln2 

[geek@xenon1 ~]$ extractData.pl -f -s p -m 
100 -i mySampleId_20110518 dm3-dmV01-aln2 
genome |frag2bed.pl -t -q -U - | head -5 
track name='mySampleId_20110518' 
chr2L   10493   10528   sq39319 1       + 
chr2L   10736   10764   sq74484 1       + 
chr2L   11442   11477   sq1340  1       + 
chr2L   13799   13834   sq84955 1       + 
[geek@xenon1 ~]$  

and now the command line geek can do 

makes it easier to share with non-Galaxy users 

extractData.pl -f -s p -m 100 -i 
mySampleId_20110518 dm3-dmV01-aln2 genome |
frag2bed.pl -t -q -U - 

command line 

 #elif ($summary.mode=="bed")#extractData.pl  
-f $strand $maxhits $ignCnts 
$sampleSelect.sampleId $genome-$annot-aln2 
genome | frag2bed.pl -t -q $summary.ucsc -  
> $output 

Galaxy tool definition file 

makes it easier to share with non-Galaxy users 



and doing the same in Galaxy 

Mission 

Vision 

Strategy 

running a Bioinformatics Helpdesk 

I don’t have to do anything 

Summary 
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a few web sites 

http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101 

http://usegalaxy.org 

http://galaxyproject.org 

http://usegalaxy.org/cloud 

http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu/ 

http://wiki.g2.bx.psu.edu/Admin/License 


